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Golden Knights' baseball team returns to winning ways, whips FAU -p.12

Future

•

Popular dean of education resigns
by JOHN TURNER

•

Contributing writer

SG suspension
still in the news
by DORIS BLOODSWORTH

•
•
photo/SOILEAU

V' Veil, I Mother Earth rock
the UCF campus.
See page 9

News Briefs
V' UCF researchers battle
cybersickness.
See page 2
V'Potential stargazers
invited to view comet from
new observatory.
See page 2

V' The tax man cometh!
See page 4

Sports ~~
V'Magic kick the Knicks.
See page 15

Dr. Mary J. Palmer, dean of
the College of education, resigned
from her position March 11.
In her resignation letter to Provost Gary Whitehouse, she stat~d:
"In making my decision, I've considered our differences in management style and in the vision for the
College of Education."
Palmer also expressed a desire to spend time with her family.
Whitehouse said he thought
he shared the dean's vision. He
added he was "pleased with the
direction that the coJlege was taking."
Palmer is the second dean in
recent months to resign. She plans
to remain as a member of the faculty.
"I think it was probably best
for her (Palmer) and her career,"
education major Alejandra Molina
said. "I hope it had nothing to do
with a conflict with administration.
She was a great dean with a positive
attitude towards the students of this
college.''
In a written statement,
Palmer sought to reassure the students. She said, "It has been a
tremendous privilege and pleasure
for me to serve as dean of the
College of Education and 'to become acquainted with so many of

Asst. news editor

The recent Universi ty of
Central Florida student government suspensio n continue to
make news.
Friday night at 7:30 p. m.,
the suspension was the topic on a
local television program , Channel 24's Opinion Street.
According to the show's
producer, it was the final episode. '
· The program centered
around a panel of Central Florida
citizens discussing the shutdown
of UCF's student government.
The producer said panelists
were split on whether or not they
backea the decision to suspend.
The panelists were Willie
Clark, Rick Foglesong, George
Crossley and Larry Furlong.
Additionally, the April I
edition of The College Press SerSPECIAL TO THE FUTURE
vice, a division of Tribune Media
Dr. Mary J. Palmer, dean of the College of Education announces
Services, ran a story about the
her resignation as dean. She plans to continue to teach at UCF.
suspension under the headline,
our students. We have faculty and
Whitehouse expects to name "UCF's Student Government is
staff committed to serving our stu- an acting dean forthecollegeinApril. ousted for spending spree."
The Independent Florida
dents to ensuring their appropriate Asearch committeeconsisting offacpersonal and professional dev'€.l- ulty, staff, community and students Alligator, the campus newspaper
opment. These things will not will begin the search fora new dean in of the University of Florida, ran a
change with the change in admin- September. Anew dean wm be named two-part series looking into the
istration of the College of Educa- by the summer or fall of 1997, · suspension of the UCF student
government, as well.
tion."
Whitehouse said.

Burglar strikes . Students honored for 'excellence in action'
•Seeking involvement in student yourselves, your families and your
HFA building _ by MICHELLE MARTINEZ activities
as well as in academic life communities," Thompson said.
Asst. news editor

V'Track team sets records.
See page 16

by DORIS BLOODSWORTH
Asst. news editor

V'UCF crew teams dominate
Petrakis Cup.
See page 16

Opinion
V'Pat Fox gets psyched out.
See page 6
V'Dan uncovers the ugly
truth about spring break at
Daytona Beach.
See page6

Coming events
April 4 - Symphony under

•

the sla~ reflection pond, 8

p.m.
April 6 - Gospel choir

spring concert, VAB, 7 p.m.
April 8-9 - Speaker:
Sheldon Glashow1 1979
Nobel Prize winner

•

April 3--12 .. Lesbigay
Awafeness Week

A computer and scanner valued at more than $5,000 were stolen from the office of the political
science department, March 20.
According to a UCF police
report, Susan Devor, office manager, told Officer Kyle Peterson
she had been notified by Dr. Stuart
Li lie, professor of political science,
that the office's rear door handle
was lying on the floor.
Devor then noticed a computer and scanner were missing
from the office. She contacted the
UCFpolice.
Peterson arrived and saw the
office's exterior door handle was
broken and lying on the floor.
While Devor was locating
a list of people who had keys to
the office, Dr. Daniel Masters,
professor of political science,
notified Peterson that the front
door of the office had been unlocked when Masters arrived at 6
a.m., March 19.
Masters said his office had
been broken into and a computer
and phone had been stolen.

see BURGLARY, page 2

UCF graduate Dr. Anthony
Charles Thompson gave minority
students methods to balance their
social, academic and spiritual time
at the annual "Excellence in Action" Program, March 27, in the
Visual Arts Auditorium.
Every spring, the program
honors minority students who maintained a 3.0 GPA or better for the
previous fall semester.
The number of students eligible to attend the program increased
from 1,219 students last spring to
1,276 students this spring.
Students receiving a certificate for a 4.0 GPA increased from
16 students last spring to 141 students this year.
Before certificates were
handed out, Thompson , vice president for Development and Planning
for the Florida Education Fund. delivered a speech which included
methods to balance time.
Some of these include:
• Developing a clear, detailed plan
of action, goals or objectives
•Trusting one's own ability
• Establishing trust as a priority
•Developing good study habil~
• Organizing and managing time
• Developing healthy relationships
with faculty, staff and fellow classmates

•Seeking help and assistance when
needed.
Thompso·n also emphasized
that according to the American
Council on Education, minority students continue to be disproportionately underrepresented in.predominantly white, four-year institutions
and are often perceived as unqualified.
"Given this synopsis, your
presence here today is a reflection
of the commitment of both UCF
and you to make a difference for

Two musical selections were
played at the program:
A Spanish song titled "Mas
Alla," sung by sophomore Mercedes
Ramirez and a flute solo by
Humberto Zuniga.
Delaine Priest, coordinatorof
academic support services for minority student services, estimated a
turnout of about 300 people.
"We were really impressed
with parent participation this year,"
Priest said. "We were very appreciative."

photo/SOILEAU

Dr. Gary Whitehouse hands out awards, while A. J. Range,
director of minority student services, applauds efforts of
minority students who earned a 4.0 GPA for the fall term.
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Cybersickness becomes virtual reality

•

by JODY MASK

•

Staff writer

Room 237 A of the Engineering Building does not look
like a place where field sobriety
tests are regularly conducted.
Computer hardware in various stage~ of disassembly lie
against one wall of the smal I room.
Two personal computers and a
notebook-size computer sit on the
desk against the opposite wall.
Next to one of the computers, almost hidden in the corner,
lies a strange-looking headset.
Graduate students like Andy
Cowell, Phillip Hash and Jui-Len
Chen use it in their "sobriety"
tests.
It is a virtual reality head.set
that helps the graduate students,
under the supervision of Dr. Kay
Star.ncy, research the effects of
~ybersickness.

photo/TIM BARTO • IST

Student volunteers discover the effects of cybersickness.
Researchers at UCF are on the cutting edge of understanding this virtual reality phenomenon in order to find a cure.

Stanney is one .of the leading experts in the study of
cybersickness, a condition resulting from immersion in a virtual
environment.
Although syrr;ptoms can
arise in some people from playing
the latest video games or experiencing.a simulator ride, UCF students are focusing their research

Public is invited to see starring atb'action
at new observatory--Comet Hykutake
by JENNIFER LINDSTROM
Staff writer

Last week our nightly skies
were lit up with a big bright comet.
Comet Hyakutake, which
was discovered by Yuji Hyakutake
in January, put on a show and will
remain in Central Florida's view
through the end of April. 1
This is the first time this
comet has passed by our Earth
that has been recorded.
A comet is a large ball of
snow and dirt about five miles
wide that moves towards the sun.
The ice on it melts as it travels
closer to the sun and creates an
incandescent tail.
Comets move very slowly
across the sky making them easy
for people to observe.
Last Monday, the comet was
as close to the Earth as it will
make on its path of 9 million
miles. The comet is coming close
to the end of its orbit of 9,000years and is traveling towards the
sun at 90,000 mph.
Although it is moving fast,
its motion will be noticeable from
one night to the next during April.
Hyakutake was close to the
North star last week and was visible all night long.
However, now at the beginning of April, it has moved farther
wesi into the constellation named
Cassiopeia.
In order to view the comet,
go to a dark area away from city
light and look in between the
Little and Big Dipper.
The comet will now look
like a fuzzy blob and can be seen
with binocular .
The UCF Robinson Observatory, although not yet ready for

the public, plans on holding a special evening for students to come
and take a look at Hyakutake.
On Wednesday, April IO
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m., any student may come to the school observatory located on Neptune Rd.
just past the police station, and
use the new telescope to get a fook
at the sky and the comet.
"Comets are exciting for the
public to see, and I hope to see
many students come out to take a
look at Hyakutake," said Dr.
Nadine Barlow, an astronomy professor at UCF.
AfterMay l, Hyakutakewill

in the real world becau e it ha
just acclimated itself to the differing stimuli of the virtual one.
"As a result," explains Hash,
"you could end up driving three
feet in the other lane and not even
realize it."
Even more disturbing,
Cowell says, is the trend associated with the gradual lessening of
cybersickness. As people become
accustomed to a virtual environment, they exhibit fewer symptoms of cybersickness.
At the same time, however,
the degree of their serysory realignment increases.
"So they feel confident, but
then they will proceed to dump a
glass of water in their eye instead
of drinking it," says Cowell.
The research the group has
been conducting has contributed
to recent articles in The Orlando
Sentinel and The Miami Herald.
But what really excited the
researchers was when MTV
dropped by to film a segment for
a show which aired April 1.

on the head-mounted di plays
(HMDs) and electronically wired
gloves like the ones seen in the
Lawnmower Man movie .
According to Cowell, who
is working on his doctorate, symptoms of cybersicknes include
headaches, sweating and mi Id nausea.
But there are other, more
alarming side effects to virtual
reality. This is where the sobriety
tests come in.
"We have volunteers perform balance tests before and after they wear the HMD," Cowell
says. They try to walk in a straight
line or extend their arms in front
of themselves and touch their fingertips together.
One of the volunteers is
Jesse Tawney, an undergraduate
in Stanney's probabilities and statistics class.
'Tm very interested in the
technology. It would make learning calculus or physjcs much easier
to learn ifthe professor could teach
it in a three-dimensional environment," Tawney said.
Unfortunately, extended exposure to the virtual world frequently leads to a condition called
sensory realignment, where the
brain misinterprets visual signals

,,

•
•
•

•
•

•

If you are interested in volunteering for virtual reality research, please E-mail Andy
Cowell at:
ajc04458@pegasus.cc .ucf.edu
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not be visible because it will be
swinging around the sun. When it
comes around again, it will only
be visible to the Southern Hemi sphere.
Although this comet will not
be around long for everyone to
see, another comet, named HaleBopp, a 25-mile-wide comet, is
on its way for visibility in February of 1997. Hale-Bopp will be
even brighter than Hyakutake.
"The Hale-Bopp Comet wi II
be an even more thrilling sight
next year for the students to see as
the Hyakutake comet has been so
far," Barlow said.

•

•

•
•
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Is missing key tied to burglary?
from BURGLARY, page 1

ROBINSON
OBSERVATORY

Map showing the location of the UCF Robinson Observatory. The public is invited to view Comet Hyakutake or
other celestial wonders 8 p.m.-10 p.m., April 10.

Officers attempted to dust
for prints found on the table where
the computer and scanner were
located.
But, according to the police
report, "recovery of latents (fingerprints) was not accomplished."
Devor then brought a key
with a post-it note attached. The
key was labeled HRT 18, which
was assigned to Vittes of the political science department.
The attached note stated the
key had been found by the philosophy department.
Police interviews with philosophy department personnel determined that building services
personnel had turned in the key
early the same morning.

- One building services employee said she found the key at
about 5 a.m. lying in the hallway.
She said she turned it in to the
philosophy department because
that was the nearest location to the
key.
The key was determined to
open Room 412. A check of that
room found all equipment was
undisturbed.
Devor could only locate a
key list from· 1994, but promised
an updated list.by the end of the
week.
The UCFPD checked local
pawn shops but did not turn up the
equipment.
The missing equipmenc involved a Optiplex computer worth
$2,800 and an IBM scanner, worth
$2,370.

•

•
•
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Sr. Drum & Bugle Corps of Orlando, FL.
is recruiting members for the Guard, Horn and
Drum Lines.
No Experience Needed!
Phone (407) 896-8359 or (904) 383-3165
for more information

FlND YOUR DREAM DATE
NOW!!
On the Hottest Dateline!!
1-900-990-3737 Ext.4309
$2.99 per min. Must be 18 yrs.
Ser-U (619) 645-8483

Listen to single guys and gals looking to meet
someone like

YOU!!
t

Internet Access Special
for students, faculty, staff,
alumni, and their families
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo.
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo.

28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web

EUROPE

LONDON
$265
FRANHFURT
$325
PARIS
$295
RMSTERDAM
$270
MILAN
$365
Fares are from Hiami . mh waq based on aRI purchase.

Fares do not mclude federal taxes and passengei facuities charges.
which can tutal between Sl9.95 and Sll.95.depending on Ille deslinaNon. nor do theq ilclude departure charges pad direcllQ lo lo ~reign
governments.Which can tolal between $3.0D and $60.0D.Int IStudent
ID maq be required. Fares are sUbject to change Reslrictioos ap~q
Valid for departures until 31 Hau 199&.

EuropaSStromS210
(iilllltjil Travel ~
CIEE: Council on International
Educational Exchange
On tile Web·http://www.c1ee.org/cts/clshome.hhn

l-800-2-COUNCI~
[l-.800-226-8624]

• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance

Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or J-800-9292-GDI
Internet Sponsor of The Central Rodda Future Web Page:
check it out at 111• http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html

-
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10% DISCOUNT WITH VALID UCF I.D.
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AMERICA'S VARIETY MENU
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FREEnRiNK& Frui"s I
FREE 2ooz DRINK AND sMALL FRIEs
WITH PURCHASE OF Olm. NEW
CHICKEN PHILLY SANDWICH
AVAILABLE AT~ SUBS GRILL OF UCF
MIAMI SUBS GRILL
12201 UNIVERSITY BLVD.

- - - - - ·EXPIRES 3-15-96

NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. LIMIT ONE COUPON PER VISIT
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OPEN LATE

FREEnRiNK& Frui"s I
FREE 20oz DRINK AND SMALL FRIES
WITH PURCHASE OF GYRO
OR cmcKEN PITA.
AVAILABLE AT MlAMl SUBS GRlLL OF UCFI

I

MIAMI SUBS GRILL
12201 UNIVERSITYJiVD.
EXPIRES 3-15-96

--- --- --

I

NOT VALID WITH A ·y OTH ER OFFER. LIMIT o . ~ E CUlJPON PER VlSIT.
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Income taxes: don't delay, file today
D Students can get
questions answered
and receive help
here on campus.
by COURTNEY LEWIS
Contributing writer

If students have not filed for
their taxes by now, they probably
either owe money or are just procrastinators.
Instead of dreading this colossal task, brush up on the facts;
and with the help or Beta Alpha Psi
fraternity, you can beat that feared
April I 5 deadline.
Terri Griffin, vice president
of activities for BAP is heading the
Volunteer Income Tax Assistance
program (VITA) for the school or
accounting.
· "The project is designed so
that we can answer questions and
provide the necessary forms for students who need help filing their tax
returns," Griffin said.
BAP volunteers are located in
the lobby or the Business Administration Building next to the information
center.
Volunteers ofler free advice as
long as students provide necessary
information, such as their W-2 forms
with the booklet from the IRS, any
itemized receipts to be used for deductions and proof of other interest income.
Also, irstudents havecompleted
thcirtaxreturnand would like a volunteer to review it, they can stop by the

volunteer tahlc Mondays through
Thursdays.
Hours are as follows:
Mondays and Thursdays9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Tuesdays-I I :30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday-9:30a.m. to I :30p.m.
Why should students file?
Making the choice to file dependently or independently has its
pros and cons. Ifstudents do not file,
they are risking a $10 late fee,$ I 00
in yearly penalties and up to 8 per. cent interest compounded daily on
what they owe.

Teletax (800) 829-4477.
Offers pre-recorded help 24
hours a day, seven days a week.

IRS Hotline (800) 8291040. Allows you to speak to
a person instead of a recording.

U.S. Treasury.
http://www. irs. ustreas.gov/
prod/cover.html
Even if students have less
than $3,900 in income, they are
likely to receive all of their money
back with only one catch-they
have to file.
Students claimed by their
parents, with' a gross salary earning last year of more than $3,900,
are legally bound to file.
Students who file as independent~ have a cutoff for mandatory filing at $6,250.
Most single or married students should complete a I040EZ

form; but self-employed individuals or individuals earning more
than $400 of taxable interest
should complete a I040or 1040A.
Even if you only receive a
return of $50 to $100, the hour
you contributed could be the dif-·
ference between Ramen noodle
soup and a nice hot pizza.

•
•
•

Why so many forms?
The W-2 is the single most
important form. No matter what a
student's occupation, he or she
should complete this form.
"Taxes can be tedious," said
Marva Ellington, Health Care Administration major. "I learned firsthand over years of filing."
Other forms needed for filing taxes and for claiming deductions can be found in libraries and
post offices.
They can also be obtained
by calling the IRS toll-free hotline
at (800) 829-1040.
What do you have to claim?
Most students make errors
when claiming grants or scholarships.
The fact is, if grant or scholarship money is used for tuition or
books, it is not taxed. If the money
is used for room and board, it is
taxable.
Any other taxable income?
Yes. For people who earn "food
money." from tutoring. this is considered "services performed." If
this service exceeds $400, then it
.must be claimed .
If students have other questions, the IRS and Beta Alpha Psi
fraternity can help

•

..

•

•
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•

Ronbo the clown and Lisa Hopko, 20, music education
major and UCF tour guide, welcome prospective students to the UCF campus Saturday during open house.

Now interviewing for
news editor--paid position.
Interested?
Call 823-8054, ext. 27

•

•

Announcing the combining of

College Book & Supply Inc.

•

and

CB&S Bookstore
• Greater Location
• Larger Location
• One Stop Shopping
• Friendly Environment
•Free Barn.ies Coffee
•We are an Official Source of UCF Textbooks
•Conveniently located behind Applebee's
Directly across University Blvd. front our old
location in University Shoppes
Central Florida's o.nly bookstore with a comprehensive_ selection
from Bestsellers to Textbooks
12140 Collegiate Way:

Behind Applebee's and Boston Market

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•
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PREPARE FOR ·vouR
WORLD AHEAD!

l

>.

A n imp:rtant message
of special interest to students enrolled
at other universities, high school
g~aduates, gradua_
te-level students,
and the community at large. '

LEARN, HAVE FUN,
ADVANCE YOUR
COLLEGE
EDUCATION!

Svmme-rlime. at FAU offe-vc; an
e.t;pe.viaU1 · e.vo1able- and
e-nr-ivhi~ e-xpe-vre-nve-. Yov van
have. the- be-nefit of a movevat;val, ve-laxe-d and fvie.ndf ~
e-nvi vonme-nt at; 1ov pvo~e.t;t;
towavd avhie-vi~ 1ovv ~alt;. If
1ov ave- a+te-ncii ~ anothe-v
vnive.vc;it1 1 1ov van vomple-te1ovv t;fate--Mandate-d Svmme-v
v~ive-~~nt bac,,lc. home- at F~U.
c.-Ome., Jorn vt; for- an e-dvvat1on~/
adve-nf\Jve-, dvvl~f1or-ida Aflantlv
Unive-vt;it~'t; Svmme-r- le-r-Mt;.
Sinve-v-e-11 1
A:nthon1 Jame-t; C,afane-t;ePv-e-t;ide-nt and Pr-ofe-t;t;ov-

DON~ MISS

ovn

•
REGISTER FOR SUMMER "A" & ''C" TERMS

Friday, May 3rd, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday, May 4th, 9 a.m. • Noon.
SUMMER "B" TERM REGISTRATION JUNE 19TH

BOCA RATON CAMPUS

(407) 367-3000
777 Glades Road • Boca Raton, FL 33431-0991

DAVIE CAMPUS • BROWARD

(954) 236-1000
2912 College Avenue• Davie, FL 33314

•
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UCF Psych students go to
SEPA convention

-

- - - - - - - - - - - -- -- -

(

Apri14, 1996

•

---

Pat Fox
Opinion

•

EDITOR
They must have seen us coming, in Norfolk, Va., because the
city rolled itself up and left behind a
sprawling city of monumental tall
buildings and an eerie sense of a
ghost town. Several hundred psychology types flew into Norfolk
Wednesday, March 20 for the 42nd
Annual Meeting of the Southeastern Psychological Association.
Among them, too many UCF students and faculty to list, myself
among them.
Lucky for us, next door to the
Omni was a small mall, the highlights of which was the food court
and a coffee shop where real coffee
was readily available.
Bright and early Thursday
morning the presentations began.
This conference offered the opportunity for students and professors
alike to share information they have
researched with peers throughout
the southeast, and even a few groups
from as far west as Cal ifomia and as ·
far north as Oregon.
Three areas were offered for
researchers to present "posters,"
enlarged versions of their research
papers arranged on 6'x4' bulletin
boards. Each of the areas had roughly
a dozen presentations which lasted
just over an hour, before the next
group of prese.nters would hurriedly
put up their presentation.
At the same time, several

rooms were set up as miniature lecture halls where researchers could
present their studies in "paper" sessions. While these were interesting,
an en ti re study had to be summed up
in about 15 minutes, which didn't
afford the same opportunity for interaction as did posters.
UCF' s Psychology department was proudly represented. I
counted about a dozen poster presentations. Subjects ranged from
procrastination in students to a wide
range of gender issues, including an
interesting study about sexist humor. There were also paper presentations by UCFers, however I didn't
have the pleasure. The visually superiorpresentations, as well as sound
research techniques attested to the
fine quality of instruction provided
by our UCF faculty .
I highly recommend that any
student having the opportunity to
submit to SEPA do so.
I have to admit, I was rather
nervous about presenting when I
arrived. However, before long I realized that Psychologists are friendly
types, and my nervousness passed.
Finally I'd like to thank Dr.
Wang for all his help and support, it
was a lovely experience; and _my
deepest thanks to my research partner, Becky Kanter, without whom I
would have missed a most interesting ex,perience.

Web Address: http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html
E-mail: cffuture@gdi.net
Opinion E-mail: Patfox0590@aol.com
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Just dying to go to Daytona - literally
Well, here it is. Another great
Spring Break has come and gone!
Food. Fun. Beer. Sex. Death. Ah,
what great memories! Wait a
minute? Death? What the hell are
you talking about? That's right. The
world's most famous beach is slowly
becoming the world's most Infamous Beach.
Now, if you're a pedophile,
then you'll just LOVE Daytona
Beach. As reported.recently in The
Orlando Sentinel, pedophilia has
been running rampant in Daytona
for almost 3 decades with the fu11
knowledge of city leaders. Mayor
Bud Asher looks a blind eye toward
this and every other crime in Daytona for fear of running the tourists
away! Guess a pedophile's money
is as good as anyone else's in Daytona! And oh how those young male
prostitution dollars flow!
But besides that disgusting
lit.tie tidbit, no less than three violent
deaths have occurred in Daytona in
the past few weeks. A local resident,
one of the founders of Bike Week,
was found brutally murdered in his
home. Just a few days before, a
Spring Breaker from Canada was
shot in the back of the head by
another teenager. Come to Daytona
and die! Can you imagine that?
You go to Spring Break for
fun, not to die! And yet people still
flock there! It was just a few years
before that another Spring Breaker
died as a result of a violent crime! .
Time to find another beach to go to!
New Smyrna? Cocoa? Panama
Beach? Bith1o??
The third death happened because of testosterone. Yeah, that's
right, testosterone. A couple was
driving past a transient in Daytona,
when the transient whistles at the

· Dan Griffin.
The Liberal
Media
woman. The guy stopped the car,
turned around and got out, demanding an apology from the transient.
The transient refused, so the boyfriend took out a knife and stabbed
the guy to death!!! How stupid.

moves on the other. Guess what? He
ended up killing the guy! Over something totally trivial and unimportant!! Now, one student is partially
decomposed and the other is enjoying showers in jail with a big greasy
guy named Bubba!
About a year or two ago, I
used to go to the a bar on Hwy 50
..
every so often. I won't name
names, but it's across the street
from Shoney's. I stopped going
because almost every time I went,
there was some stupid fight going
on! "Don't look at my girl, man!"
"You better not slightly brush up
against me!" "You better quit looking at me that way!" "Your fraternity sucks!" Or any equally stupid
excuse to throw down. Usually, it
to
was between some guys with
Greek letters on their shirts or
Yet, we UCF students have caps. What a surprise!
About year or so ago, at that
seen examples of such behavior in
the making rig~t here. A few years same bar, a young woman lost her
ago, a UCF student lost his life life because some idiots, in a drunken
because of a perceived insult that display of testosterone induced ferstarted a barroom brawl. It hap- vor, brought some guns there and
pened in the bar that's changed its started firing at each other! About
name so many times I can't keep up what, you ask? Typical macho mawith it. (It's at Alafaya and 50 next nure! Just goes to show that women
to Blockbuster.) Seems some stupid really are the smarter gender.
macho bull happened between two
So, I stay away from that place
students there. One guy looked at because of the higher incidence of
another or something equally mo- crime and stupidity that exists there.
ronic. A fight ensued,.and one guy_, Same reason to stay away from
trying to be all macho and impress Daytona. But if you're dying to go
his buddies, used a few martial arts there, you just might.

The world's most
famous beach is
slowly becoming
the world's most
Infamous Beach.
But if you're dying
go there...

a
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Say your good-byes for the summer in the p·..''H!~!
Have someone special so say good-bye to?
Do it right. Send your personal good-bys or thank you's
via email- and I'll get it in print-but hurry! Requests must
get in this week! Send to PatFox0590@aol.com

•
•
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The Central Florida Future

Club Info
•
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UCF Gold Team
Accepting applications for-r1ew
members. Pick up application in
the football offices WDSC x5506

We Need Help Now!
No Experience Needed.
1,000-3,000 per month now being
made by our dealers for Personal
Success--The Newsletter. Easy,
fun, home-based. Don't miss this
opportunity! Details: PGM Inc.
894-0318

April 4, 1996

HELP WANTED!
Individuals to work at residential
summer camp for physically
disableo adult & children-co-ed
residential salary plus Rm & B.
Camp Challenge (352) 383-4711

Surtboard. 6'3" Kechele , great
cQnd. perfect for beginners. $150
voicemail 662-1525

Software Programmer, data base
expert. MAC preferred, PC
possible,to help design challenging program. Steve 895-0800

KCO Inc. Typing/$1.50/678-6735 + - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Services

EUROPE $229.
Caribbean/Mexico $189, r/t.
Be a little flexible and ave$$$
e'll help you beat the airline prices.
Destinations worldwide.
AIRHITCH® 800-326-2009
airhitch@nctcom.com

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! GRANTS &
SCHOLARSIIlPS AV AILSherwood Forest imed occ. 3/2 2/2
Help Wanted; Earn up to $500
ABLE! BILLION OF$$$ IN
dmv prop 657-1967 1 800 929per week assembling products at
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!!!
PRIVATE FUNDING.
4403
home. No experienc~. Info 1Hundreds & thousands-of granys QUALIFYIMMEDIATELY.1
504-646-1700 Dept. FL-307
available to all students. Immediate 800 AID-2-HELP (1800 243Tired of renting? For the same cost
1 - - - - - - - - - - - -1 qualification. Call I 800-585-8AID
2435)
you could own a condo. 2 bed/I I/
never to be repaid
"Make $500/Day. Work at home
bath, new carpet& paint, includes
jobs available. No Experience
Free T-Shirt + $1000
THE MARIJUANA CONNECkitchen appliances, washer/dryer.
required. Free info. Rush SASE
Credit Card fund-raisers for
TION
just 5 miles from UCF $39,900
Sheri Martin 3001 W. Bancroft
fraternities , sororities & groups.
INFOLINE l -900-3 70-HEMP
539-2431
Toledo, OH 43606"
Any campus organization can
$2.99/min . 18+ TT Outlink
The Boggy Creek Gang
raise up to $1000 by earning a
8019436135
seeks volunteeers to serve as cabin
whopping $5.00NISA
counselours for seven-day summer
application
.Call 1-800-932-0528
SPE~ DONORS ages 20-34
camp sessions in 1996. Our camp,
ext.
65.
Qualified
callers receive a
excel. health over 5'7" good
Seeking entry-level, part-time
located in Cassia, FL (40 miles North
Computer--4 meg 120 meg s/w
of Orlando), was formed by Paul ·
FREE
T-SHIRT
family history, ext. screening/
computer programmer. Strong
Newman and General H. Norman
U6A 486 sx 25 $500.00 486DX33
bloodwork req'd. Serious inq.
DOS knowledge a must. Turbo Schwarzkopf to serve the special
$525.00 486 DXL-66 $600.00 +4
Roland Sound Module
only Call Pat 8:30-10:30 am MPascal preferred, but C or other
needs of children with life-threatening
meg-$85. 420 meg HD+ 100
for sale
F 834-8333
illnesses. This summer some 250
4xmm kit+ 175 Darby @ 679equivalent language is acceptable. volunteers will join our dedicated
32 voice polyphony
Experience with Lantastic a big professional staff to provide a top1621 /525-2264
Computer Repair/ Virus ReMIDI, ~tereo, plus synth sound
plus. Flexible hours, will adjust for notch summer camp experience for .
card. Only $90.
moval/ upgrades tarting at
college schedule.
phildren ages 7-16 who might not
'89 Chevy S-10 Blazer, low
$1 O.OOper hour. Call 679-162 I
Call Pete 273-6477
Call 896-1450.
otherwise be able to go to camp. In
miles,51 K, 5 spd., new tires,am/
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - i each of our eight one-week sessions,
frn
stereo, power steering, $5990 .
I
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING- our camp will accommodate 120
FREE
campers from the state of Florida. The
obo, 677-4888
Prepaid calling cards $.19 per/
Positions are now available at
Boggy Creek Gang is seeking c r e a t i v e • - - - - - - - - - - - - min, 24 hrs/day, 365 days. All
National Parks, Forests & Wildlife and enthusiastic volunteers who have CD tower brand new black-acrylic
50 states + Puerto Rico. Call
Preserves. Excellent benefits+
a love for children and who are looking
finish metallic tower; holds 68
* Free Cellular Phones*
bonuses! Call 1-206-971-3620·
for a fun-filled summer camp experi273-0780 for more info.
ence. Volunteers must be 19 or older,
CDs. $50.00 249-8075
Unlimited airtime I st and 13th
ext.N54l8I
and prior medical experience is not i - - - - - - - - - - - - - i month with AT&T digital Service.
Lookin~ for Dates
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -1 required. For more information and an MAZDA MX 3.95 only 4000 mi.
Pagers starting at $19.95, Monthly
CRUJSE SHIPS HIRING-Earn up application, please call or write to
svc. as low as $6.95 Cal1830-8339
Make one in your own area
· Th B
AC, stereo, etc. 3yr/50,000
to$2,000+/month. World travel. Heath er Mc Kienzie, e oggy
for info
today. Thousands of ladies &
Creek Gang, 1400 South Orlando
warranty white 2 dr $12,499 obo
men of all lifestyles waiting
Seasonal & full-time positions. No Ave., suite 101, Winter Park, FL
349-1307
933-6811.
exp. necessary. For info call 1-206- 32789, 8.0 0..._
to hear from you.
WANTED- Computer Parts
1-900-835-2756
ext 18
97 l -3550 ext. C54 I 85
·PROGRAMMER-Career
679-1621,525-2264
DISCOUNT CD ROM SOFT24
hours/$2.49
per
min
opportunity. Full or Part-time. Cl
$1750 weekly possible, mailing
WARE-- SHIP DIRECT TO
C++, Win SDK, OLE 2.0, GUJ,
our circulars. For-info call 301.,.
STUDENTS- LOWEST PRICE.
Req'd DB, Network, Graphics
306-1207
ALL BRANDS & TITLES.
exp. preferred Send resume
RESUME PROGRAMS, STANAXXIS Corp. 1255 Belle Ave.
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send
DARDIZED TESTS, FOREIGN
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS -t---1_0_1,_W_i_n_te_r_S_pg_s_,FL
__3_2_70_8--+
LANGUAGE,AND MATH
Enjoy the healing benefits of therapeutic massage
6605 l
4-H Summer camp-Aquatics,
TUTORIALS-GAMES, &
by a Licensed Massage Therapist.
recreation, environmental
MUCH MORE. IBM 7 MAC
First one hour session only $30. (U.C.F. area only)
education, positions available at
COMPATIBLE. LOCAL
Childcare needed in my home,
four Florida facilities. EmployCall Todd M. Facello L.M. T (407) 899-4859
ORLANDO DIST. MVP MULTIAloma/Semoron area, 6 yr. old
ment starts May 27 Call (904)
MEDIA
CALL
TODAY
407boy 3 Weekday evenings from
MA#0019467
846-0996 for information.
384-CL-MVP
5:30-9:30pm every other Fri.-Sat

For Rent

Baily's special limited program fo
students and residents. Call Walter
297-8400.

·

~_...._..

__

_______

Other

~------------

TAKE TIME OUT FOR YOURSELF
AND YOUR HEALTH.

•

night. Must have dependable auto
w/ins. Pay negotiable- Call 8439900w 679-971 Oh Karen
VALET PARKING POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
must have clean driving record
great personality & customer
service oriented
Call Guest services management
481-0513 or 222-9475 Must be 21
and up

Valet Runner

!tJ~rw:J~ &!1J~

*Largest Co. in Central Florida
*I-Drive, Downtown, Winter
Park
*Guaranteed & Flexibale shifts
*Great Money $6-$12 Hr.
* 19 years of age
*Call 849-0670 9-5 M-F

• Beepers from $39.95
• service from $5. 95 /month
wl student l.D.
11913 E. Colonial 6614 OldWinter Garden Rd. 3817 Lake Emma Rd
Orlando, FL 32826
Orlando, FL 32835
Lake Mary, FL 32746

Talk to over 30,000 students
and ADVERTISE in the

(407) 381-1199

Cenh·a/ Florida Future

A Complete Exam & Xrays

Part-time can lead to Full-time
I'm lokking for 5 energetic &
athletic students to earn 62.50 an
hour. If you can work one day a
week and are not afraid of sales,
this business is for you.
Earn top dollar with the fastest
growing bank card processor in
America. Call on area retailers to
assist with p.o.s. accounts. EMG
(407)628-2700

0110 (lNITIAL)

0274 (4 BITEWINGS)

FOR $9!
(A $65 value)
Cu~rent

UCF ID required

Take advantage of excellent dental care at
very comfvrtoble prices. J11st bring this
certificate with you on your first visit.
See you then! Offer expires 12 ~ /96

UCF TEAM DENTIST
Cellular & Paging sales ft/pt, very
flexible schedule. Call Steve
Craig at 830-8339
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296-4597

333-7971

\Vdrnmc to E::lst Orlando Dent:il.
I'd likl' you to come in :me.I get
:1cqu:1in1L·d \\'itli your Ill'\\' dl'mis1 t111d
sa \'l' :1 fe\\' dollars.
George Yarko, D.D.S.

l!I
~ £§~J~~:m~<

American Denial Association, Academy of
General Denllstry, Academy lor Sports Den11slry. Florida
Dental Assooat1on. Cenlral Dislricl Denlal Association.
Grea1er Orlando Dental Sooe!y. Extensive experience and
postgraduate training in TMJ

11780 E. Colonial Drive
Al the comer of Hwy. 50 and A!afaya Dr.
East Orlando

~tp://www.gdi.net/
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w/ Student l.D.

75 E. Colonial Dr.
Downtown Orlando
407-839-0077
UNITY...
THEE HIPPEST
PLACE IN TOWN!

A Note From GLBSU
The University of Central Florida's Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
Student Union would like to announce plans to celebrate its
second annual, campus-wide Lesbigay Awareness Week. , April
8th - 12th. Events currently scheduled are:
Monday, April 8:
• Raising of the Lesbigay Awareness Week banner at the
University Avenue entrance.
Tuesday.April 9:
Gay & Lesbian Community Services of Central
Florida's Speakers Panel-will discu_ss ·being Out in
Orlando. Held in the Social Work Trailer (TR-542),
Room 101,from 9:00- 10:15 p.m.
Wednesday.April 10: ·
• The movie Threesome will be shown in the Student
Activities Center at 6:30 & 9:00 p.m. Sponsored by
the Campus Activities Board.
Thursday, April 11:
• Lesbian and Gay Faculty in the 90's: A Panel Discussion.

A brown bag luncheon will be held in the Visual Arts
Building, Conference Room I05, from 11 :45 a.m. I: 15 p.m. For more information phone Jim Gilkeson at
(407)823-6453.
• Mandy Carter speaks on Freedom's Frontline and
the '96 Vote: Are We Prepared? Ms. Carter of the
Human Rights Campaign is one of the nation's leading
African-American lesbian activists and has worked in
grassroots organizing over the last 28 years. Presenta
tion begins 7:35 p.m. in the Student Activities Center.
Umoja (Percussion Ensemble) will perform during
the reception that follows, and awards 'will be pre
sented throughout the evening. For more information
phone Greg Seaney at 657-0614.
Friday.April 12:
Carpool to Stetson University for the the Sunshine
Unity Network (SUN) Conference. This is the
annual statewide conference of gay student groups. For
more information phone Greg Seaney at 657-0614.
Throughout the month of April GLBSU will have a display case
in the campus library entitled Lesbian and Gay Film and Video.
The display is a collaborative effort by local artist Mark Allen
and librarian Gary Shiffrar:
All events are free and open to the public,
except the SUN Conference which requires a registration fee.
Sponsored by : University of Central Florida, UCF GLBSU, Gamma Alpha
Psi Fraternity, GLCS, Community Link, UCF Office of Diversity Initiatives.
UCF AASU, UCF Women is Studies Program, Cactus Club, Phoe-nix,
Central Florida Fuwre, Watermark, and "Harley"
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.:,F or $26 scream all ;. day i1.1 any o.ne. Disney The.me . Park,
groove ail' ·night {FREE atit; Pleasur~· Island! It' s .seven
:outragedu.s nightdlub$, a'.wild.; street· patty and a ' countdown
to New Year's Eve -wyi th confetti and fi;reworks at .midnight.

•Op~ionalDisney Water

Park

ticket

•Tickets available at Disney.
•Special offer for groups of 10

•Net Ultimate Spring Break
info on the worldwide web at

www.disneyworld.com theri click
on special events.

•
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photos by
.
Bruce Soileau

0 Once again, with the CAB Concert Committee puttin' up their dukes, led by their fearless leader, Doug the Stud, Indie Knights rocked
UCF. The concert, last Wednesday at the Wild
Pizza, featured three Florida bands (Potential
Frenzy, . Deloris Telescope and the Best of
Cucchiara) as well as national act, I Mother Earth.

The Evian Women's
-Pro Beach Volleyball Tour
comes to Deerfield Beach
for the

.MCI.* OPEN
Presented by I~ I r>O.19-f;1 ~I

T

hree days .of non-stop action
. as the Evian Women's Pro
Beach Volleyball Tour starts
the 1996 season on Easter
Weekend in South Florida!
Defending Deerfield Beach .
champion, Barbra Fontana
Harris and her partner Linda
Hanley, take on Olympians,
Nan~y Reno and Holly McPeak.

2 blocks north of the Pier.
FRIDAY, APRIL 5

1-Spm

. SAIY:-R:RAY,

AP,J~~IL:, P · 9~m-6pm
S· UN 1 bA~ APRIL'. 7 ~·· 10am-3pm

FINALS AT 1 pm

I The finals will be shown on ABC-TV-at 3pm on Sunday I
FREE ADMISSION • BLEACHER SEATING
TROLLEY SERVICE FROM CAPITAL BANK (22s s. Fed. Hwt.) & THE COVE

FREE
SKILLS CLINIC taught by WPVA Pros!

•

9Vl8n.

•••

Qualifier information:
Friday, April 5, 8am
$50 per person
310-543-3818

_

Directions to site:
1-95 to Hillsboro Blvd.,
_...._. . east on Hillsboro to A1A,
left two blocks to site .
......_....._ Just north of the Pier.

Thursday, April 4, ~pm at the Site
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Free Concert on the Beach!
Saturday, 8-1 Opm Main Beach Parking Lot

"GET BACK"

by the original Broadway cast of BEATLEMANIA
ABeatie Retrospective

•

•

•

April 4, 1996
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by CINDY ELA VSKY

YOU NEVER SAY
On the second ear, I could see the light,
The light of frosty nights.
Never days, of course.

•

How droll it is to see motion abused.
Waste not,
Want not,
You never say.
Ah, yes! To say it loud.
But is it clean?
Pressure lurks behind Albert and
Closed doors.
They seek a new victim
For their hollow time
Well spent,
You never say.
But when the cold and darkness fly out,
The truth is exposed,
My life' is gone.
He was a good boy
You never say.
(1990)

Todd Zadow is CYBER!
contact G.E.S.M at
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/--trz28923
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'Bells' a faxless feel good musical
Staff writer

by Todd Zadow

As the saying goes, "everybody loves a musical." This can
be said for Mark Two Dinner
Theatre's production of Bells Are
Ringing.
Set in a time before there
were answering machines, faxes
and touch-tone services, Bells begins in the Susananswerphone office where Ella Peterson works.
To make her job and life more
interesting, Ella takes on a different persona for each answering
service customer. For one client's
misbehaving son, she plays the
role of Santa Claus and persuades
the boy to be nice instead of
naughty. For another client, a playwright (and drunkard) named Jeff
Moss, Ella pretends to be a soothi·ng mother figure. Ella becomes
so involved in her customer's
lives, she doesn't seem to have
her own.
One day, however, she takes
a message for Jeff that could mean
life or death for. his career. She
forwards the message to Jeff but
decides to.pay him a personal visit
to make sure he does not blow his
big break. From here on in, the fun
begins.
Like most slapstick comedies,
there are zany sub-plots which run
throughout the spow. A mysterious
foreigner named Sandor is wooing
Sue,
the
founder
of

Susananswerphone. However, like
most strangers, he has a hidden
agenda: to use Susananswerphone
as a horse race betting center.
There are also a couple of
nitwit cops, Inspector Barnes and.
Francis, whocouldn'tsolveacase
if it bit them. They think
Susananswerphone is a front for
an escort service and are hell-bent

life villian. As Dr. Kitchell, Eric J.
Alexander provides the audience
with physical comedy, which he
pulls off hilariously.
While Mark Two's stage is a
bit too small for such a large production with ensemble song and dance
numbers, the actors do the most
with what they have. One disappointment, however, is the lavish

courtesy/

MARK

on proving it.
Darla Briganti is simply divine as Ella Peterson. Her beautiful singing and youthful exuberance make for a perfect leading
lady. Her voice rarely falters during her many solos. Her magnetic
stage presence makes it difficult
to look anywhere else.
David Figlioli is entrancing
as the slippery, slimeball Sandor.
Figlioli is an hysterical, larger-than-

Cha-Cha dance number, which falls
short of its intended impact with
out-of-snyc dancing and forgotten
choreography.
Bells Are Ringing does what
a "feel-good" musical should do: it
entertains you for a few hours and
you leave the theatre with a smile on
your face. Bells is running through
April 14 at the Mark Two Dinner
Theatre. Call 843-6275 tickets and
reservations.
- - - - - - - -----·- - - - -
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• UCF docs mll stand fur 'The Uni,cr>ily uf Colk:giatc Fa.o;cism." It rn1/fr tlo~.> mean "U Can' 1 Fi111sh ."
•We wen: a hit hasty in our kad stury. Appan:mly. Pn·sidem Hill didn't really suspend the faculty ·- he
FIRED them.
• Tom:grosa and Amoros did nm kill 286 peopk in a vicious shoo1int~ rampage. The actual death 101! wa> 290.
•Our phologmpher. Bruce Soileau. was mll killed in the shootout He is living comforlllhly in Bc•nnuda and
running an ice cream shop.
~
•President Clinton. Boh Dole and Ross Perot did no! visit UCF on Friday. The three candidates were
pmLicing their golf swings at !he lime.
•NASA is not accepting applications fur astmnauL~ l<ir STS-811. The slUdent astronaut program will not be
us.:d un liI STS- R.'.\.
.
•Parking Services did n1ll dcdan: Friday's a.~ lirsl rnmc. lirst serve parking days. Quite the opposite. Friday's
arc No Parking days.
• Boh Vila will nol he hmadcasling the new show Thi.> Old Swdm1 Uni"" from the Student Union. Instead. G.
Gordan Liddy will he hroadca.~1ing his mdin shnw from the huilding.
• UCF will not he gelling a d11ve-in theater. just a Sony Wau:hrnan.
.
•The Spons section n:·r oned 1ha1 Kirk SJJ<!raw hired goons 10 injure Markus Camhy. We're sticking hy that

PEER .ADVISORS
'

'NEEDED

UucF

001!.

•The UCF will not he selling the hook Gohi~11 B1111s. The publication will only he availahlc on the lmemct.
(hllp://ucf.chcerlcadcr.as.o;cs.cdu)
• Shaquille ()'Neal was nut trad<:d Lo the L.A. Lakers. He was tntdcd 10 thc Seattle Mariners in exchange for
Ken Griffoy Jr.
W~ al Tiit' FHtllrr •i.'lllhl ltkl' IU 11p:llt¥ilL' hi llh)'lfk' 'h' offcm1l.:01l laoet um:. W!! l.\lUkt think d no ~ntr 'tl'JI)' 1!.>D)' -wi:·~ 5IJIT)' than m 4 puint foul

Division ofEnrollment & Academic Services
Unit of Academic Development & Retention

00

PSST!

Peer advisors needed for 1996 summer orientation programs $5.50/hour, and the opportunity to serve and
welcome new UCF students. Information and applications available in the Academic Exploration Program,
Phillips Hall Rm. 202.
QUALIFICATIONS

WE HAVE THE UCF AREA'S BEST KEPT
SECRET IN RENTAL APARTMENT VALUE
•WALK TO UCF
e QUIET & SECURE CONCRETE
BLOCK CONSTRUCTION
e UNIQUE "SINGLE FAMILY" DP:SIGN
FLOOR PLAN
e UNCROWDED "CAMPUS LIKE"
BUILDING DESIGN
e HUGE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ONLY $545/MONTH !!!
e RESERVE NOW FOR FALL 1996!

.•
•
•

RESPONSIBLE, RELIABLE, and ADAPT ABLE with
excellent INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION skills .
Min. 2.5 GPA
Min. 45 UCF credit hours completed by June 1996
Must be available for training and summer orientation
programs (see schedule below)
Enthusiastic abo~t serving UCF community

Help UCF Students Put Their Academic Puzzles Together

TRAINING AND ORIENT ATION SCHEDULE
Training:
May 13-17, 1996 (IO hrs)
May 20-2-1, 1996 (10 hrs)

Orientatton:

FOREST HIGHLANDS
APARTMENTS
Just South of UCF at Science Drive &
Alafaya 282-5657

Twii

Darla Briganti plays a Susananswerphone operator in the
Mark Two's production of Bells Are Ringing.

Regretfully, T/Je Ce111rnl Florida Fu1ure mistakenly
printed several errors in Tuesday's paper:

'
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June
June
June
July
July
July
July
July

14, 1996
17. 1996
26, 1996
2. 1996
I 0, 1996
16, 1996
19. 19%
24. 1996
!-ug 19, 1996

(.

1-800-COLLECT®
SAVE THE PEOPLE YOU CALL UP TO 44°/o
<

r,

•

April 4, 1996

'A Really Scary Story With A Somewhat Odd Ending '

•

•
,.

f•5

Lifting up the couch cushion, Larry sighed in disbelief. Stacy, his wife, frantically looked through the stack of newspapers on the coffee table. Johnny,
their 10-year-old son, reached under the couch as far as he could, searching for the missing item. Their search became more and more frantic. They rummaged
through the trash; they looked in the refrigerator and they searched through the silverware drawer all to no avail. They became more and more unnerved as eight
o'clock drew nearer. Only three minutes until their favorite television program aired and they couldn't find the remote control.
"Where's the clicker?" Larry screamed.
"I don't know. You had it last," Stacy yelled in a panicky voice.
"Oh My God! It's eight o'clock!" Larry shouted.
Larry lifted his head out from behind the love seat and looked at the television.
"What's that on TV?" Larry asked.
.
"National Geographic .... AAAhh! It's PBS," Stacy screamed in horror.
"Change it! Change it!" yelled Johnny.
"Manually?" Lrury answered, "I don't know how! I've never even touched the set before!" .'
"Do something!" Stacy shouted.
Johnny ran to the television set and wildly pushed buttons at random. Suddenly the volume amplified.
''The ant lion is neither an ant nor a lion, but actually an insect of the family Myrmeleontidae," the narrator said in an incredibly somber, monotone voice.
"NOOOO! Tum it down!" Larry screamed in teai:.s.
Johnny continued to randomly push buttons on the set. He accidentally pressed the closed-caption button and subtitles appeared on the bottom of the screen.
"I can't stand this. Not only do we have to learn, but we also have to read," cried Larry.
He ran over to the wall and yanked the power cord out of the socket. They collapsed from mental exhaustion and spent the rest of the night coping with the ordeal.
The following morning Larry called his work and used a Family Emergency Day to look for the remote control. They searched the entire house high and low for the remote
but came up empty-handed. Larry called 911.
"91 l emergency. Is your emergency police, medical or fire?" said the operator .
"I think the CIA would know more, but I'll go with the police," said Larry.
"One second while I connect you," the operator said.
"Officer Frank Morris, how can I help you?".the policeman said.
"Hi, I'm Larry Jones and I would like to report a macabre crime," Larry said in his most erudite voice.
"Um .. .ls there another way of saying that?" Officer Frank asked.
Larry paused.
"Something bad happened," Larry said, rephrasing his previous statement.
"I hear you loud and clear. What happened?" Frank asked.
"Someone stole my television remote control," said Larry.
"Your remote control? I think that's a felony in this state," Frank gasped in disbelief.
An adjacent operator disconnected Frank's phone and mumbled something about prank calls.
"Hello? Hello?" Larry said in confusion. He hung up the phone and quietly pouted in the comer. He tried to remember where he may have stashed the remote control but
came up with no answers.
"Johnny, plug in the TV and see if you can find out how to work it manually. You're pretty clever," Larry said.
Johnny complied and began to erratically push buttons' on the TV. As he pressed buttons, the station fluctuated between channels I 0 and I I. The television set seemed to
have a mind of its own and stayed on CNN.
"Dad, it's stuck," whined Johnny.
"Never mind ... we just can't win," Larry sobbed.
The family cried for hours.
"Why us?" they asked theirselves.
Although the TV had a crystal clear, impeccable picture, it only played informative channels. What was once the most important part of the household soon became a
meaningless, energy-consuming device. They gave the television away.to an indigent family who apparently didn't mind watching a 24 hour news network. They became increasingly
devoted to watching the refrigerator freeze things. They would call neighbors over to watch the automatic ice makerundulate as it dumped out a batch offreshly made ice. They gathered
around the refrigerator for hours at a time watching melted ice cream harden after being put back into the freezer.
And, after watching countless hours of financial news and advice, the once poor Mitchell family rose to become one of the most successful law firms in the country.

An Extremely Tiny Novel
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I like to go sh6pping ... for mailboxes.

Oetecting an Eating Disorder
by DICKY SIMMONS
Regurgitation specialist
Suspect you or afriend may have an eating disorder? Perhaps too many rocks in your Vienna sausage or just
one too many head-first trips to the toilet? There are some common clues, like strolling through your kitchen
wearing a bib at all hours of the day, or finding yourself hanging your bookbag from the tip of your hipbone when
your back gets tired, or buttering your bacon, or buttering you pinky, or even swallowing air and feeling stuffed.
Some other indicators of a possible eating disorder include positive answers to the following questions:
• Do you restrict your calorie intake to less than 27 calories a day or skip two or more meals a day?
•Do you eat pizza six days a week and then go out to a fine Italian restaurant on the seventh day only to order
a calzone?
•Do you sit at home with your Daisy Dukes watching repeats of DukesofHaU,ardon TheNashvillE{Network
with a Rosco lunch box full of Meaty Bone dog biscuits?
• Do you stay at home or avoid social situations to maintain your eating schedule?
•After seeing the movie Babe, did you immediately stop into a local Winn-Dixie and put $500 worth of pork
chops on you Diner's Club card?
• Do you eat large amounts of tabasco-marinated celery when your not hungry? What about Kiwi Fruit?
•Do you use laxatives, vomiting, excessive exercise, diurectic, L. Ron Hubbard's exercise videos, or other
purging behaviors'?
•Do you wake up in the middle of the night craving Frosted Mini Wheats, and then when your adopted black
step-brother is eating them, eat him instead?
• I Karen Carpenter your idol?
•Do you feel that food controls your life?
•Do you think of your "purty" pet peacock as if it were in the wheat group or the dairy group?
•Do your water pipes connect to the Anheiser Busch company's main tank?
•Is your house built in the shape of a giant refrigerator?.
•Instead of hiding bottle of Jim Bean in ide your toilet tank. like your alcoholic next-of-kin does, do you
hide cans of Libby's yarns?
We here at The Future do our best to sene. These PSA's are a priceless addition to your education.
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'~Save S400 on a new Pontiac Sunfire
(aduolly, any new Pontiac) ifyou just graduated or are about to graduate.*
Call 1-800-643-6733 for more information.

/j

Fold-down rear seats means you can go places
and take lots of stuff with.ya

5-speed transmission and
tubular rear axle with
spring-over shock sport
suspension and progressive
ride tuning - is this a real
set of wheels or what?
PASSlock™ theft-deterrent
system - means you
might save some $$$
on insurance (!!!J

/j

Single-key locking - one key

locks 8. unlocks doors, trunk
and all the fun of Sunfire

Your choice of a greatlooking coupe (shown),
sporty four-door sedan (not
shown) or a hot, new
convertible <hey, we told
ya this was a cool carJ

~

Dual air bags and
anti-lock brakes - two
things you don't need until
you reallv need 'em (and
always wear those safety
belts, even with air bags)

High-rewing, 120-horsepower, fuel-injected engine
(hey, this car's for driving,
not just looking atJ

AM/FM stereo radio - ~
standard? heck yeah! ~
(what's driving without a
little driving music?)
A HUGE glove box - some
glove boxes are merely
mouse-sized; this one holds
a whole laptop computer
100,000-mile spark plugst
- .we're talking a long-term
relationship here
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WE ARE DRIVING EXCITEMENT.

Driving excitement for around $13,200:
• From a two or four year college. Must finaflCf' rhrough GMAC Offer subiect to change. Stt your portidpoting deafer for qualification details.
t Bas«/ on 110m10I maintenance Stt Owner's Manual for limitations. C 1996 GM Corp. All rights f'f!Served.
$13,220 MSRP induding deafer prep and destination charge. ful(. license ·and other optional equipment extra. Prices higher in CA. MA and NY. Price as of 417194 subject to change.
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Ortando Magic capture second straight
Atlantic division title against Knicks
•

•

•
•

•
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A VIEW FROM THE BENC.H

of the team was a meager 2-of-6.
The Magic took a42-33 lead
into the locker room, and put the
game away in the third quarter
with a 14-0 run , highlighted by
Grant ' s two key jumpers from the
top of the key._Grant finished with
23 points and Shaq finished IOof-13 from the line, combined with
his I l-of-21 shootingperformance
from the field.
"We played like we were
unbeatable tonight," point guard
Anfernee Hardaway said. "Even
. though we already lost one at home
the other night, we still feel like
we can't be beat at home."
The win gave the franchise
the Atlantic Division title, insuring Orlando with at worst (and
. definitely most probable) the second seed in the Eastern Conference Playoffs.
"This is something we want
to do," Hill said. "All .the great
teams had a string of divisional
titles."
But Shaquille O'Neal did
not seem particularly impressed.
"Youdon'tseearing, doyou?It's
one step to a ring," O'Neal said
jokingly.

Knights track and field team is giving
top-ranked sehools the race of their lives
from TRACK, page 16

more records fell to the wayside.
Nikeisha Skyers ran I 5.20 in the
I 00 meter hurdles, Meg Knapp
placed seventh in the I 0,000 meter
race and the 4 x 200 relay finished
in just 1:47.60.
In addition, the distance
medley relay team of Micah
Adraini, Amber Bland, Cheri a Bell
and Christy Miller finished seventh, while Lipham burst his way
through the I 0,000 meter race in a
mere 30:59.
"We ran a very solid distance medley relay," MansurWentworth commented. "We're

"ONE."
"Anytime you hold someThe Orlando Magic started body, especially like the Knicks,
a new home winning streak Sun- to 79 points and turn the ball over
day with a pivotal 98-79 victory three times, a team is going to be
over the New York Knicks, giv- very hard to beat," head coach
ing the home
Brian Hill reteam their sec- -------.~~====-. marked folond straight Atlowing the
lantic Division
win.
title.
T h e
A f t .e r
gamegotoffto
having their
a familiar start
NBA recordfor the Magic.
setting40-game
Shaq bulled
his
way
home undethrough the
feated streak
broken
last
lane for easy
from BASEBALL, page 16
- However, the bullpen beTuesday by the ~==--;;..,
buckets.
gan to crumble again in the final
Blue Wave were not ready to give inning and allowed five runs in
scorching Los
Horace Grant,
Angeles Lakers
who returned
up. TheyrockedSchmidtforthree the seventh but finished off the
and downing the Toronto Raptors to the lineup, hit two of his first
runs in the seventh and a 3-2 lead. Blue Wave 11-8. Pacitti, Adam
TheKnightshadonefinalchance, Johnson, Todd Bellhorn and
north of the border by 40 points three signature 18-footjumpshots,
butleftarunnerstrandedonthird Adrian Carden as each provided
Friday,somewrotetheMagicoff. and Dennis Scott hit a threeto end the game.
two hits as UCF produced 11 total
But Shaquille O'Neal 's 32-point, pointer on his fifth try , keeping
.'.fhe night-cap was aslugfest hits.
·
eight-rebound performance and his own streak alive with 74
clutch defense prevPnted the straight games with a trifecta.
between UCF and FAU as they
UCF travelled to South
Knicks from making the Magic
But something unusual hapAfter a rematch in New York combined for 19 runs. Craig Florida on Tuesday and will visit
back-to-back losers at the 0-rena. pen ed. O'Neal went to the fre·e- with the Knicks on Wednesday, Cozart (5-1) started strong for the tough conference foe Florida InThe Magic committed just throw line early in the first quarter the Magic return home Thursday Knights, throwing six solid in- ternational on Friday and Saturthree turnovers, a new NBA team and knocked down both shots. to face the Boston Celtics. On nings allowing only three runs and day.
record, and held the Knicks to just Then again-and again. In all, he Suriday , they meet head-on against five hits. Cozart left the game with
"We just have to go into the
79 points, the team's best defen- was 7-of-7 from the charity stripe the NBA-dominating Chicago a commanding l 1-3 lead and the game and show some heart and
si ve effort so far this s_e_a_so_n_._ __i_n_t_he_fi_rs_t__:q_ua_r_te_r_,wh_
_il_e th_e_r_e_st__B_u_ll_s._ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __._-=g'-a_m_e_w_a_s_t_ho_u--'g'-h_t_to_b_e_o_v_e_r_. _ _i_n_te_n_si_ty_," Riggs said. ____

_____.

1------------------------Golden Knights ride the Blue Wave to first
victory in conference play this season

6:00plll Start

•

Free for students
$4 Pre-reg F&S
s; Day of.r ace F&S
Register at the
Wellness Center 823-;841

APRIL 11,1996
DELTA, DELTA, DELTA

9 Tl:i ANNUAL- SWAT

5K RUM & WALK
AT GREEK PARK
•

pretty much hanging in there with
some good schools. Iowa won it,
and we did not get blown away .
Erik ran amazing and dragged
Troy along. They were both under
the existing school record.'"
Four meets remain in the
track and field season for the
Golden Knights .
Two of those, the UCFinvitational and the TAAC Championships, will be held at the UCF
track behind the Arena on cam pus.
"Conference -is April 20th,
and that's pretty much where we
are putting all of our eggs ,"
Mansur-Wentworth said.

FREE:
*T-shirts
*l{elsey's Pizza
~Ocean Spray
*Music
*Awards
* Tealll Awards $100 Pizza Party
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Cozart and Johnson shine against FAU
taking two-of-three from the Blue Waves
The Golden Knights
bullpen is quickly
becoming a glaring.
weakness.
by TRAVIS BELL
Staff writer

'

After juggling the lineup
and struggling
with a loss against
cross-town rival
Rollins, UCF
looked to improve
upon their 0-3 IJ(f Baseball
conference record as they battled
Florida Atlantic over the weekend.
The team .had lost four in a
row, including a tough three-game
sweep versus Stetson. Coach Jay
Bergman made numerous changes
to the powerful offensive lineup
to try to light a fire under this team
that was incurring their decline.
FAU entered the series without having played any conference
games and was looking to give the

Knights a battle. On Friday, FAU
gained an early l-0 lead with a run
in the opening half of the first
inning. However, UCF was determined to end their slide and it
began with the bat of Brad King.
The junior catcher stepped
to the plate in the third inning with
the bases loaded and a chance to
give his team a big lead. He proceeded to drive a home run to left
field and provide the Knights with
a commanding 4-1 lead. This hit
was big because it ended a slump
for UCF not coming through in
the clutch.
Two outs later with two runners on base, Gregg Pacitti, the
team's leading hitter (.368 average), crushed .a three-run home
run to right field and gave the
Knights an insurmountable 7-1
lead. UCF put another run on the
board in the third to lead 8-1.
As Tim Riegert was rolling
. along, the Knights maintained
their 8- 1 lead until the sixth when
King stepped up again. King once
again provided excitement for the
sparse crowd as he belted his sec-

ond home run of the game to produce the I 0-1 final score.
"We came in really pumped.
We needed a big victory like that,"
UCF second baseman Eric Riggs.
King finished the game 3for-5 including six RBis and two
runs scored. As all the runs were
put on the board, Riegert was sending Blue Wave ballers back to
their dugout. He pitched a complete game, allowing only five
hits and one run. He also struck
out six-and used his pick-off move
to confuse two FAU baserunners.
UCF prepared for a doubleheader on Saturday, but rain post'poned it until Sunday. Matt
Lubozynski took the mound for
~he Knights and allowed only one
hit and zero runs in four strong
innings. As the pitching was rolling, Gregg Pacitti gave UCF a 20 lead in the fifth with his third
home run of the season.
George Schmidt entered fhe
game in the seventh to try to close
the book on FAU. However, the
see BASEBALL, page 15
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Thornton Davis continues to impress with the bat. Despite
his bunt attempt Saturday, he leads UCF with five dingers.

UCF crew's men and.women dominate at Petrakis Cup Track team has
-

'

already set 15
school records

"It's always nice to travel
and show what UCF has inside,"
Asst. sports editor
Crew member Sonia Koehn said.
The UCF Crew team has "Our team pulled together well in
been making waves of progress Augusfa and-, if we can compete
through every competition it has like we did there throughout the by MIKE HORNBURG
season, we'll be tough to beat."
participated in this season.
Staff writer
The Augusta experience
Coming off a strong showing at the Presidents Cup in Tampa, seemed to have played a majorWhile March Madness has
the' Golden Knights packed their role in additional preparation for reached its climatic end for colboat and headed to Augusta, Ga: the much anticipated Petrakis Cup lege basketball teams across the
for the annual Augusta Invitational · regatta at Jacksonville.
nation, that madness is just startRowing alongside of the ing for another sport.
Rowing Regatta.
The UCF track and field
UCF was one of 46 schools Golden Knights' crew was Jackinvited to participate in a field that sonville University and Embry~ team is on a roll, having set 15
school records this year. Of those
incll!ded Auburn, Bucknell, Riddle Aeronautical University.
The Petrakis Cup, named · 15, nine have been shattered at
Dartmouth, Duke, Miami and
Tulane.
after regatta sponsor John Petrakis, the team's last two meets: the
In the Women's Open and was a goal the Golden Knights FIU Golden Panther Invitational
Junior Varsity events, the Golden Crew team set out to achieve, but and the FSU Relays.
At theFIUinvitational, the
Knights took first-place while the along the way they also obtained
bragging
rights.
Lightweight Women finished secIn an outstanding perforond in their respective event. The
mance
against their in-state riNovice Men were not as fortunate
vals,
the
UCF crew won all the
as they were edged by Dartmouth
major
events.
by two-tenths of a second.
The Women's Lightweight
eight bad an exceptional showing
as they dominated the race by finishing first; second and third with
fourth-place Jacksonville finish- women's team set three records.
Kelli Welsh cleared 35' 11" in
ing four seconds behind. The Men's Varsity eight the triple jump, and the 4 x I 00
squeaked out a close one by edg- and 4 x 400 relay teams ran 50.24
ing the Dolphins of JU by eight- and 4:08, respectively.
"I was impressed with the
tenths of a second.
Throughout the day, the relays,'' said coach Marcia
UCF crew never fell below sec- Mansur-Wentworth. "We ran a
ond-place. Each event gave the real good 4 x 100, and l was
Golden Knights a chance to dis- impressed with some of the display their capabilities as they took tance events."
Erik Lipham continued to
advantage of every opportunity to
amaze his coaches with a time of
win.
The State competition is the 14:39.5 in the 5,000 meter race.
"Erik shattered the school
next goal the UCF crew has set its 1
record, which is a huge breaksights on.
"We're looking forward to through, and_ Troy Davis ran
the State's," Koehn said. "Our 15:05," Mansur-Wentworth
crew is very competitive this sea- added.
At the FSU Relays, five
son and I think we have a good
The women's varsity eight took the Petrakis Cup over Jacksonville U. in just over 6:29. In
shot at winning."
see TRACK, page 15
the lightweight eight, it was UCF taking first through third with two of their novice boats.
by TIM SPRINGER
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